The

Harold Pratt
House

Congratulations on your upcoming wedding!
We would love to be a part of your special day.
The historic Harold Pratt House offers an unparalleled setting for your wedding.
Located in Manhattan’s coveted Upper East Side, The Harold Pratt House is truly a hidden gem.
Classic 1920s New York style pairs effortlessly with state-of-the-art
audio visual technology to bring you one step closer to your dream wedding.
We work with the most talented vendors New York City has to offer and are dedicated to the
details and nuances that will make your wedding celebration as unique as you are. After
reviewing this document and better understanding what we offer, we’d love to set up a time to
speak with you and your partner to better understand your vision for the wedding. After that,
we’ll set up a time for you to come tour the space in person.

@haroldpratthouse
www.pratthouse.com
58 East 68th st. New York, NY 10065 Tel. 212.434.957

What we Offer

The standard wedding rental period is nine hours, which includes three hours for your vendors
to load in and set up, five hours of event time, and one hour to break down and load out.
Requests for additional time outside of the rental period are subject to availability and
additional fees.
The Pratt House seats up to 130 people. If your guest count exceeds the capacity of
the Pratt House for a seated meal, our larger space, Peterson Hall, can be added
on. Peterson Hall is our largest space and offers you extensive AV and lighting
options at no additional cost. This is a blank slate space that can be
transformed to emulate your vision and accommodate up to 180 guests
for a seated meal. If your guest count is substantially smaller, we have
several rooms that can accommodate that as well. You’ll have exclusive
access to both floors of the House and each part of the celebration
would take place in a different room, leading your guests from
space to space, keeping curiosity and momentum high.
You are free to select the caterer of your choosing,
though we will gladly provide you with a list of
recommendations. We have strong working
relationships with several of NYC’s best caterers,
florists, DJ’s and musicians, all of whom know
our space inside and out. We highly suggest
working with vendors on our list given
their knowledge of the space and our
expectations as a historic venue.
Having the flexibility to hand select
your vendors allows you to craft
your vision all while meeting
your budget for your
special day.

Frequently Asked Questions

• Is the building wheelchair accessible?
• Yes.
• Is there outdoor space?
• No.
• Can we bring our own vendors?
• Yes, as long as they can provide three references of other NYC venues they’ve worked in in the
past, a COI, liquor permit (for caterer), and appropriate amount of staff.
• Are candles allowed?
• Yes, as long as they are enclosed in glass
• Is there a bridal suite/green room?
• Yes.
• Do you provide AV?
• Yes, we provide an extensive list of sophisticated AV equipment included within the rental.
• Do you provide valet parking?
• No. There are several parking garages within two blocks of the space. We are also two blocks
away from the 6 train Hunter College stop.
• Do you require an event planner?
• We do not require an event planner but we highly recommend hiring at least a day-of
coordinator. If you do not hire a planner or coordinator, we will require a point of contact assigned
to your event.
• How many hours is the rental for?
• A standard rental period is for nine hours: three hours for load in and set up by your vendors,
five hours for the event, and one hour for breakdown and load out. Any additional time is subject
to availability and fees.
• Do I need insurance?
• Yes, we require all clients to carry personal liability insurance to cover any damage made to
the building by themselves or their guests. We recommend using Gather Guard.

Pricing
Rental of the Harold Pratt House varies depending on the day of the week.
Friday (9 Hours)		
Saturday (9 Hours)		
Sunday (9 Hours)
$12,500			$15,000			$12,500
Staffing Fee (required) on all rentals:
This includes a security guard, event operations manager, facilities manager.....$1,000
Adding Peterson Hall is an additional $3,000.
*Rates on holiday weekends may vary*
Optional add-ons:
Uplighting package - Uplighting on all window treatments and fireplaces…..$1,000
AV technician - Operates all complimentary AV equipment……………..……..….$150/hr.
(four hour minimum)
Additional load in/load out time - Used for vendor set up/breakdown…..….$750/hr.
Additional event time:
		
Prior to event……………………………………………………………….……$1,000/hr.
		
On event day…………………………………………………………...….…….$1,500/hr.
We do not charge taxes or gratuity.

